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ECOLOGY OF THE PURPLE HEATH GRASS 
(MOLINIA CAER ULEA) 

BY T. A. JEFFERIES 

(With Plates VIII and IX and Two Figures tn the Text) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The present paper is a -result of an investigation begun early in 1913 on 
the advice of Dr T. W. Woodhead, Technical College, Huddersfield, and 
continued since then under his guidance and with the aid of his criticisms 
and suggestions. After a preliminary general study of the purple heath 
grass, Molinia caerulea, and the problems presented by its distribution, it 
was decided to investigate the ecology of this species in detail in a definite 
small area of three square miles on the moors six miles from Huddersfield. 
Most of the area is above 300 m. altitude, rising in the west to over 400 m., 
and is a characteristic Millstone Grit plateau, having the usual gentle south- 
east dip of the Eastern Pennines. The plateau is divided into three sections 
by two streams which rise in the west and flow north-east and south-east in 
the direction of Huddersfield-in which direction we meet cultivated land at 
or near 300 m. The northern section, Black Heath (Plate VIII, Phot. 1), is 
a typical Molinia moor (Molinietum) with a steady slope, but flat areas occur 
within this section and on these flats Eriophorum gains the upper hand. 
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94 Ecology of the Purple Heath Grass (Molinia caerulea) 

The middle section, Reaps Hill and Wortley Knowl (Plate VIII, Phot. 5), is 
a slight hill covered with Calluna and forming a typical heather moor, but 
near the western end of the area and in the centre strips of the moor is 
dominated by mat-grass (Nardus Stricta), while at the extreme west there is 
an interesting transition zone about 400 yi. wide from Callunetum through 
Nardetum and Molinietum to typical Eriophoretum. This cotton-sedge 
(Eriophorum) moor passes down into and dominates the southern section, 
Shaw Heys and Netherwood Heys (Plate IX, Phot. 7), though broken in one 
place by a patch where the heather miioor reappears, while to the south-east 
much of its surface is held by Mlolinia, as also are the degenerate fields which 
occupy the southern border of the area (Plate IX, Phot. 12). Thus the 
three sections represent three distinct types-the Molinietum with which 
we are specially concerned, and the Callunetum and Eriophoretum both of 
which we shall find to have intimate relations with it. 

The general arrangement of the plant associations in the area studied are 
shown in the accompanying map (Fig. 19). A few points call for special 
mention. (1) Molinia forms good-sized tussocks and most, of the land in 
this area covered with it is in consequence rough and hummriocky (Plate VIII, 
Phots. 1 and 2), but on one part, Netherwood Heys, in the southern section 
there is a large area, marked A on the map, of almost pure Molinia with a 
surface as smooth as a meadow and nothing to suggest that the plant usually 
forms tussocks. (2) Drop Clough the southern of the two dividing streams, 
is a good illustration of the preference of Molinia for flushes. In its upper 
reaches the broad shallow valley is covered with a fine Motinia sward 
(Phot. 2) which narrows as the valley deepens. Farther down streani these 
valley slopes present a striking contrast, the northern being wet and covered 
with Molinia while the southern is dry and occupied by ridges bearing 
Vaccinium myrtilluis, Caltuna, etc. The contrast is due to the general dip 
of the rocks, which brings water to the northern side and carries it away 
from, the southern. (3) Evidences of the former existence of woods have 
been obtained in many parts of the area, remains of tree trunks and birch 
bark having been found in the peat at places marked on the map with a 
small cross ( x ); very little woodland remains, but there is, as Woodhead (10) 
showed, strong evidence that the district was once largely forested, and in 
any case it is well known that Molinia grows freely as a woodland species. 

II. MORPHOLOGY AND BIOLOGY OF MOLINIA 

An immediate result of the survey is to emphasise the varied nature of the Molinia 
habitat: we find it on open plateaux and in sheltered valleys, under the openi sky and in 
the shade of woods, on steep slopes and on flats, arouind springs, on stream banks, and in 
flushes; in the area studied it reaches an altitude of 400 m. and grows on acid peaty soil, 
but it also grows in the low-lying fens which are calcareous or rneutral. Before proceeding 
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96 Ecology of the Purple ieath Grass (Molinia caerulea) 

to a consideration of various questions relating to this distributioni, however, it was thought 
advisable to make a close study of the miorphology and biology of the plant itself; and 
though a detailed description of its gross and minute anatomy has been relegated to a 
separate paper it may be useful to give here a brief statement of some points bearing 
directly on the ecology of tljis grass. 

The plant (Plate VIII, Phot. 3) is perennlial, typically forminig ciircular tuissocks 
8-25 cmn. across at the base and raised to a sinmilar height above the soil; above the base 
the leaves stand up boldly, 20-40 cm. high; the inflorescences, spike-like paniicles, rise 
above the foliage oni wiiy stalks 25-75 cm. long. In winter the dead leaves are frequently 
laid in one directioii by flushing and prevailing winds, wheni the tussocks give it a wave- 
like appearance (Plate VIII, Phot. 2). It has aul enormous root system, which forms a 
dense almost solid tangle at the tol) and l)enetrates to a great depth, making it impossible 
as a rule to uproot a tussock without digging (Plate VIII, Phot. 4). The roots are of two 
types: cord roots about 1-5 mm. in diameter, 15-45 cm. long, andl of remarkable strength; 
and fine roots 03-08 nmrn. in diameter, 5-1:3 cm. long, anid branching freely in all 
directions. Root-hairs cover the enttire root svstem, cord roots as well ts fine, and come 
close upj) to the subaerial rhizome; notwithstandinig this extended development of root-hairs 
the root system also has a mycorhiza. The cord roots have a stele which is specially 
strong and is surrounded by a highly developed endodermis in which there are Ino distinct 
passage-cells, but every cell shows a series of pits traversing its thick inner wall; the cells 
of the cortex usually have very thick walls, serving as a reserve of cellulose, and frequently 
containi small starch gr'ainls. 

The rhizomes are greatly condensed, but they can be lengthened to meet emergencies, 
as was nioticed in otne case where the soil had fallen away from the outer part of a tussock 
overhanging a stream anid the rhizome had elongated several of its internodes to more 
than 1 cm. in order that the later roots mrlight reach the humus in the tuissock itself. 
Chlorophyll was folund to be well developed in the exposed cord roots of this tussock. 
The elongated erect glabrous leafy stem bears two series of leaves, the members of each 
series springing from points so n-early at a level as to resemble a whorl. The first series is 
right at the base; above it comes what may be conveniently called the basal internode, 
about 5 cm. lonig; then the utpper series of leaves spriniging froml the sinigle "joint," and 
above this the lonjg inflorescen-ce-bearing axis. The basal initerniodes (Fig. 20) are of special 
interest. When mature they have the form of an Inidian club: the thick white lower end, 
about 7 mm. in dia,meter, is packed tight and hard with food reserves (thickened cell-walls, 
starch and protein grains) anid bears 2 or 3 buds at the base; the ha,ndle of the club 
tapers upwards to less than 2 mm. diameter, is hollow like the typical grass stem, and is 
green with chlorophyll which it retains throughout the winter, so that this species, like 
Vacciniurn rnyrtillcts, can carry on photosyinthesis after shedding its leaves by means of its 
green stems. The arrangement of the strengthening tissue in different parts of the stem 
is of interest: in the swollen base there are two concentric cylinders which are continued 
through the narrow part of the club to the joint, in the region immediately above the 
joint, where the stem is stiffened by the leaf sheaths, there is no stereome at all, while 
above the leaf sheaths we find a sinigle cylinder with flanges passing to the epidermis. 

The leaf has a sheath split to the base, a ligule reduced to a tuft of hairs, and a thin 
smooth linear-lanceolate blade tapering slightly to the ligule and running Oult above into a 
long finie tip. The blade has a very slight covering of hairs on the upper surface, especially 
towards the base, and the margin bears very fine teeth: motor cells are well developed in 
the 20-30 shallow furrows on the upper surface, but the leaf is normally flat, not inlvolute 
as in the associated grasses Nardus stricta and Aira fiexuosa: stomata occur on both sides, 
those on the upper side being found in the furrows; large air channels accompany the, 
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midrib. It is initeresting to find that all the leaves are provided with an absciss-layer, 
a featture that has inot often beent inoted in grass leaves: 
this cuttinig off of the leaves above atnd below the basal 
interllode may perhaps be correlated with the photo- 
synthetic ftunietioni carried on by the grcen up)l)er l)ortion 
of the interno(le aiid the necessity of defending the food 
reserve. 

Shoots develop normlally froimi lbuds of the previous 
season, buit early shoots miay give rise to late ones in 
the samc year. The first seiies of leaves expands in 
April-M-ay (Fig. 20) ainl conisists typically of five scale 
aand fotur funictionial leaves; the stem elongates, formlns 
the basal initerniode, anid opens its seconid sCIeies of 
uisually three leaves in Jusse or July ; the basal initcr- 
nodes becoimle packed with reserve food before the 
flowers openi, anjd do Inot lose this store dnrinig tle i 
fruiting season. The shoots are the ternminal buds of 
the rhizomie, the growth of which is conitinluied by the 
developmiienit of lateral btuds so that it is a syiimpodiumrn. 
The scanty elonigatiotn of the rhizomne, the swelling of 
the Ibasal internodes, anid the developmlent of two or 
more shoots from each previous onie, result in a crowd- 
inlg together of the shoots at the base, producinig coIn- 
siderable lateral pressure which makes the tnssocks 
exceediingly comipact and gives them a circular form. 

The in florescenc;es are coml)act and their stalks 
generally remaini standing durinig the winter, indicatinig 
that the seeds are mostly scattered wheni the winds are 
high and(l likely to carry thetm) considerable distances; 
to aid winid dis)ersal the paleae, as Ward (9) points 
olut, remain attached to the seed anid spread ouit froIn it, 
while the seed itself is srmiall, the cary-opsis being ontly 
2 mnm. lonig. Oni gcrminiation thtc enmerginig first root 
branchehs rapidly, like the finie roots of the aduilt plant, 
while the cot;yledoni, 1 crr. long, folrnis a tube through 
which the shoot grows up and quickly gives rise to the 
first foliage leaves. 

Sorne p)oints in the biology of Molinia rmiay nlext 
be noted. The swvollen bases of the leafy shoots arei 
ana.logous to bulbs, since they make possible the rapid 
developnmenit of the buds at the earliest opportunity, the , 

result beinig that the leaves are expanded early in the 
year and are exposed to the cold acnd drying winds 
frequeInt in April all(I May oIn the Penininies. Since FIG. 20. A branch of AMolinia 
the leaves are flat an(d thiin, with stomata on both sides, caeretlea in spring. The expanded 
they naturally suffer considerably from exposure, anrd leaves are all of the first series. 
in the very cold spring of 1913 the plants showed a The right-hand swollen base is of 

.. < . the second season back and has prevailinrg orange and yellow aspect; ini ear-ly Junie they lost all its food-store; the others 
were still pale, but as sunmmcr advanced the yellows are supporting the new growth. 
gave place to a richer green, though the leaf-tips were Three-fourths natural size. 

Journ. of Ecology III 7 
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withered and dead, and throughout the suinmer maniy tussocks pr esented a bearded 
appearance due to these long limp withered tips. The sarne features were observed 
in other localities in Yorkslhire. The spring of 1914 was comparatively mild, and the 
yellowish hue was not then conspicuous, but it was still there, as were also the withered 
tips, showing that 1913 was but an extremiie case of what is a regular featuire in the 
life of Molinia. This phenomenioni occurs also in the mntich hardier leaves of other 
moorland grasses like Yarcd,s stricta, but in Molinia the witlherinig involves a length 
of leaf which is quite exceptional and which is succeeded, passing down the blade, by 
a zone in which the fading colours inidicate the iiiability of the leaf to withstand the 
severties of the habitat of this planit, whieb thuis i)resents autunmi tints all the year 
rounid. A grass which endures arid spreads in spite of this apparently heavy handicap 
must possess some comnpensatinig advanitages to make good the weakness of its tender 
leaves. Possibly the very thinniess of the leaves is fromri another point of view a reason for 
the plant's success. If we consider the leaf characters generally regarded hitherto as 
typical of heath grasses, anid described by Lewton-Irain (6), we find that Molinia does 
not conform to this type in a single feature. On the other hand, it agrees in many 
respects with the aquatic type, the chief point of difference I)eing that it has abundant 
stereome which aquatics have not-but nieither hiave the typical hieath grasses. Aquatic 
grasses are generally sheltered, while the leaves of heath grasses gain mechaniical strenigth 
from their cylindrical form; abunrldanit stereome is characteristic of the leaves of grasses of 
sea-shores, waste places anid meadows, i.e. of grasses which expose a large surface in 
situiations where wind pressures may be high. Apparently then we have in Molinioa aln 
aquatic type of leaf strengthened to resist the mechanical stresses of wind, a leaf which, 
while suffering seriously firom the cold, possesses all the advantages of rapid tralnspirationi; 
and these advantages, when conditionis are favourable, niay enlable the planit to compete 
successfully over slow tr anspirers growinig in the sanie soil, silnce, other things being equal, 
a larger sup)ply of raw material will be brotught to the leaves of Molinia and the plant with 
the delicate leaf will assimilate more rapidly. Alonigside this rapidity of assimiilationi we 
may place the facts that by reason of its food stores Mfolinia is able to get to work early, 
like bulbous plants, arid that through the preselnce of chlorophyll in the upper )ortionL of 
the basal iinternodes it is somewhat of an evergreen. Another factor making for the suiecess 
of Molinia is the abundant provision for absorption presented by its remarkably efficient 
root system, which, with its deep penetration into the subsoil, its branches comning off at 
all levels, its root-hairs scattered over the whole systenm, and the aid of mycorhiza, gives 
this species an unusually favourable hold on the resources of the soil. 

III. FACTORS IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF MOLINIA 

When we consider the biological advantages possessed by this apparently 
delicate thin-leaved plant-its bold compact tussock habit, its adaptationis for 
rapid transpiration and assimilation, its abundant provision for absorption 
and for food storage, its large development of woody and strengthening tissue 
-we begin to see how Molinia has proved itself to be one of the sturdiest 
elemients in our moorland vegetation, though we have still to face the 
problem presented by its distribution in such varied habitats. To this 
question we must now turn. The conclusion arrived at after extensive 
observations and the correlation of often apparently conflicting facts is that 
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the distributioni of Jlolinia depends primarily upon an abundant supply of 
relatively fresh water-whenever stagnation becomes pronounced, so that the 
water is badly aerated and excessively acid, Mlioliniia tends to degenerate. 

The first line of evidence leading to this conclusion is afforded by a study 
of the closest comupetitors of Molinia in the area studied. In the transition 
zone to the west of the middle section oIn our inap there is a succession from 
Callunnetutm through Nardetum and Molinietum to Eriophoretum, accom- 
panied by progressively increasing wetness. This series is repeated in other 
parts of the area. Hence it appears that Molinia tenids to form a middle 
zone between Nardits and Ariophorurn, requiring more water than Nardus 
and less than Eriophorum. Small patches of Nardats are frequent in most 
parts of the area, and in almost every case the soil is drier than that in which 
Molinia usually grows. So far as Nardats is concerned, this distinction is 
already well recognised-it is generally held that Nardats represents the drier 
type of siliceous grassland and Moliuija the wetter-but it is going a step 
further to recognise Alolini'a grassland as an intermediate association between 
the Nardetum and the Eriophoretutin. 

Consider next the flushes, which mnay be regarded as the strongholds of 
Molinia. On the well-watered flats beside streams, along their banks, and 
sometirnes on slight deposits of alluvium in the stream beds which are often 
covered by flood water, its tussocks grow freely and attain a large develop- 
ment. Here the pioneer plants of Molinia get their first hold, and here, 
when other species are replacing it, the last remnants linger. Frequently 
the flush crowded with Molinia. tussocks stands out sharply defined from the 
surrounding vegetationi: in one part of the area, Wortley Knowl, we find 
runnels filled with Molinia (Plate VIII, Phot. 5), fornming sharply contrasting 
ribbons across the Calluna moor; similar bands extend across the Eriophorum 
association (Plate IX, Phot. 7), but the colour contrast between the species 
is not in this case so mnarked, except in winter when the dead grass leaves 
look almost white (Plate VIII, Phot. 6). Here however we encounter a fact 
which apparently challenges our first impression of Molinia as telnding to 
form an intermuediate zone between Nardus and Eriopho rum with the sugges- 
tion that it required more water than the former and less than the latter: 
for here we find Molinia making the streams its home and filling up the 
moorland drains. That it requires more water than Nacrdus is clear, but 
that it needs less than Eriophorum becomes more unlikely the more we 
realise the firmness of its grip upon the flushes; and the mnatter becomes 
crucial when, as frequently occurs, we find Molinia-packed drains ruinning 
right throuigh typical stretches of Eiiophoratm (Plate IX, Phot. 7). Condi- 
tions in the stream bed are not drier than in the surrounding areas which 
the stream is draining, but rather the reverse; hence it becomes clear that 
the struggle between Er-iophorum and Molinia is not decided by the quantity 

7-2 
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of water in the soil. The distribution in the flushes shows that Molinia, 
though commonly occupying drier areas, can flourish in habitats as wet as, or 
eveu wetter than, those of Eriophorurn. 

This puzzling variation in the habitats of Molinia, sometimes wetter 
and sometimes drier than those of Eriophorum, made their relations to 
each other difficult to understand, but light was thrown on the question 
when these plants were studied in relation to springs. Across some of the 
degenerate fields in the north of the area there runs a line where several 
springs emerge; these escape near the foot of a fairly steep slope, the 
surface immediately below being nearly flat for about 100 m. and then 
sloping down again. The upper slope was found to be of the grass heath 
type, the Calluna becoming thinner arnd the Nardus more abundant as one 
approached the line of springs, until immediately above the springs Nardus 
was dominant; but at the level of the springs there was a rapid change: 
tussocks of illolinia were dotted about; freely, and where the water escaped 
in any quantity they congregated in considerable numbers; a few steps took 
one off the Nardetumi on to a typical Molinietum. This observation merely 
confirmed what had already become abundantly clear, that Iolinia requires 
more water than Nardus; but a more important point was next noted. 
Some distance out on the flat ground Eriophorum vaginatum appeared 
abundant to dominant; by a very gradual transition the Molinia gave 
way to Eriophorum, and the latter was extremely rare close up to the 
line of springs. Further search showed that the water on escaping from 
the soil at the foot of the slope ran on to the flat but did not form a stream; 
it simply flowed a short distance, broke up into distributaries, and spread 
itself out over the flat, making a swampy surface and sinking slowly into the 
subsoil. The Eriophorurm was most abundant where the soil was swampy 
and the water stagnant; where the water flowed with some measure of 
freedom Moliinia flourished. These facts appeared to lead to the inference 
that Moliiiia preferred the fresher, i.e. better aerated and less acid, water 
supply, and that where the water was stagnant it could not withstand the 
competition of Eriophorum; the well-aerated issuing water kept the soil 
fresh where it flowed freely and this was where Molinia grew, but gradually 
the water slowed down, becaine stagnant, and allowed the soil to become 
"sour"l and to favour Eriophorum. With the clue thus afforded the dis- 
tribution of Molivia in the flushes is seen to be due to the fact that the 
banks and beds of streams, being frequently flushed, possess a water supply 
which is much less stagnant than that of the flats they drain: Molinia 
dominates the flushes because in them the water is frequently renewed. 
We cannot however infer from this preference for fresh water that Molinia 
requires acid-free soil. It grows abundantly in the alkaline soils of the 
fenlands, but that we cannot place this fact alongside the conclusion to 
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which we have just arrived and argue that Molinia grows on moors only 
where the soil is washed free from acid is shown by litmus tests and by 
analyses of the soil, which in every case gave an acid reaction. All the 
soils in the area studied are acid, hence it is not that Molinia requires acid- 
free soil; it is simply a question of degree-by the slowing down of water 
flow conditions of stagnation and acidity are produced which gradually turn 
the balance-against Molinia and in favour of Eriophorv?u. To this question 
of acidity we shall return later. 

The decisive advantage to Molinia of relatively fresh water is further 
evidenced by a comparison of the slope of the surface where it grows with 
that of the ground occupied by its rival, E?iiophorum. It was noted that on 
Black Heath, with the largest Molinietum in the area studied, there were 
sundry small parts dominated by E. vaginatum, and that these parts 
were flatter than the rest of this section of the area. The same thing 
appears in the southern section, the Eriophoreta beinig as a rule much 
flatter than the Molinieta. Hence a good slope favours JYfolinia and tells 
against Eriophoru?m; it need not be steep, all that is needed is that it 
shall be sufficient to stimulate water movemyient and aeration, and prevent 
stagnation. Other factors may interfere-the water supply may be in- 
sufficient, or the slope may be excessive and carry it off too fast and thus 
favour Nardus, or an impervious shale or a " pan " may hinder drainage and 
favour Eriophorum-but on the whole it would appear that in a district 
where these two associates occur Molinia is likely to grow where there is 
a good fall, while Eriophorum will favour the flats. A comparison of the 
contour-lines in the area studied shows that where the fall exceeds about 
1 in 18 we get JVlolinia, and where it is less than this we get Eriophorum- 
always provided that the surface is sufficiently wet. 

Further evidence is found in the case of fields reverting to rnoorland, 
numerous examples of which occur in the area studied and in its vicinity. 
Beyond those in the south, which consist of almost unbroken Molinia, and 
constantly besieging them, lies the Eriophorurn noor. In those which have 
been long neglected the Eriophorurm has succeeded in becoming dominant, 
in the others it has laid claim to the flat and swampy parts. The keenness 
of the struggle is indicated by the precision with which the two species 
mnonopolise the two habitats and mingle in the transition areas. The question 
arises how lolintia came to occupy these fields instead of their being covered 
with Eriophorurn from the time when they began to revert. Eriophorum 
has a superior seed dispersal mechanism, its growth is much more rapid, 
and it dominates miles of surface on these hills so that compared with it 
Molinia is thinly scattered. Yet Molinia comes right up to the limits of 
cultivation (Plate IX, Phot. 12) and evidently had an easy victory when 
the fields were first neglected, however difficult it may now find the task 
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of retaining possession. The question probably finds its answer in the 
condition of the soil. When properly cared for the land was kept fresh 
by adequate drainage, and when first neglected this fresh land offered 
Molinia an ideal home which it was not slow to enter; the seeds of Erio- 
phorum wvere doubtless there in abundance, biit this pronounced "oxylophyte" 
found itself in an uncongenial habitat and obtained no commanding hold. So 
long as the land remained fresh the advantage was all with Molinia, but 
gradually neglect by the farmer began to alter conditions: drainage became 
clogged, water got away with more difficulty, and here and there swainpy 
areas developed; thus conditions became more favoourable to Eriophorarm, 
which gradually obtained mnastery over the stagnant parts. The struggle 
still continues: over large areas the drainage is maintained by an adequate 
slope and there Jlolinia inaintains its place, but where the slope is insufficient 
to prevent stagnation Eriophorum is slowly but surely ousting its opponent. 

In addition to the evidence thus gathered from the area studied, there 
are several observations on Mlolinia in Tansley's Types of British Vegetation 
which appear to support our conclusion. Thus Rankin in dealing with 
estuarine moors (8, p. 251) describes a belt of Molinia as intermediate 
between the Alnetum which forms the marginal association at the foot of 
the hills and the Eriophoretum which constitutes the moor proper. On 
this the editor reinarks that the conditions on the edge of the moor are 
clearly different from those in the middle, and suggests that the difference 
is due to the drainage water from the neighbouring hills. The position 
seems analogous to what I have described in dealing with springs-the 
water from the hills keeps the surface near their base well flushed and 
suited to Molinia, but as this water spreads out over the flats it becomnes 
increasingly stagnant until the Molinit is no longer able to withstand the 
ilnroads of Ertophorum. In a later section Rankin refers to ainother Mlolinia 
association in the valley moors of the New Forest, "restricted to a narrow 
belt which forms a transition from the reed-swarmip on the one side to the 
'moss moor' on the other" (8, p. 263). Outside the reed swamp is the Alnus 
thicket fringing the slow streams, so that here again we have the influence 
of increasing stagnation as we pass fromn the stream through the thicket and 
reed swamp to the Molinietum, and then to moss moor which in this case 
is predominantly Sphagnum with an abundant admuixture of Eriolporurm 
angutstifolium, etc. Sirnilarly Moss in his general remarks on the Molinia 
grassland of the southern Pennines observes that "the Molinia association 
frequently forms a transition from grassland to moorland" on acidic soils 
(8, p. 136). These references to transition belts and mnarginal associations 
einphasise the influence of the differences of degree in moisture conditions 
to which I have called attention, and further examples of which will be 
mentioned later in discussing the phenomena of invasion. Though the 
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change in the habitat is not radical and distinct, it yet produces marked 
differences in the vegetation-in the gentle gradation of conditions there is 
one particular grade or range in which Moliniia siccessfuilly asserts itself 
against all competitors. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS ON SOIL CONTENT AND ACIDITY 

Experiments on soil content for the three species compared were undertaken with 
a view to attempting a more exact determination of the question at issue. Owinig to 
limited time the number of tests performed was somewhat small, but the results appear 
interesting so far as they go. The methods described by Crump (2, p. 96; 3, p. 125) 
were followed, but my air-drying was done in midsummer at a temperatture of 27? C. 
instead of 15? C.-this has the effect of iinereasing the amnount of water lost and exag- 
geratiing somewhat the water content and the water coefficient. The following are the 
chief results obtaiined. (1) Average percentage ratio of water to air-dried soil: Jlolinia, 
134; Eriophormn vagimatunm, 288; Nardus, 63. (2) Average percentage ratio of humnus 
to air-dried soil: AoUinia, 37; Eriopiorzm, 80; Xardas, 18. (3) Average percentage 
ratio of water conitent to humus conitent: Afolinia, 3-9; Eriophorurm, 36; Nardus, 35. 
For soils from less typical situations where peat had not acculnmlulated, the percentage 
ratios found for Afolintia and Eriophorumi respectively were (1) 71-6 and 72; (2) 18-6 and 
19-9; (3) 3 85 anid 3 62. It will be noted that the water contelnt of Molinia soil occupies 
an intermediate position between those of Nardus and Eriophorumr, which accords with 
the view set out above. This might be taken as goinig against the view that Molinia can 
stand as mnuch water as Ei-iophoruami, but in anlswer to this objection it may be pointed 
out that the Molinia specimens were taken from a typical open stretch, not from a flush 
where a muicl higher water content would be natural, anid that we have here a case in 
which, as Crumpl) has warned us, the metho(d of expression greatly exaggerates the reatl 
difference, also that the highest water-humnius ratio is shliown l)y the Molinia samples. 
Crump hats showni that in these soils, anid on the average, water conttent is proportionial 
to humus conitent, hence it follows that where the ratio of water to hmlutiiis rises the water 
supply is better fed thant is usually the case. Ainother niotable point is the rmiuch lower 
percentage of humus in the iJIoUnia soils than in the EriophorunL soils. Does this ilndicate 
an earlier stage in the cycle of peat formlation and supLport the otlher indicatioins of the 
preference of Jfolniaiiz for a freshel soil? The evidence is hardly decisive, but there are 
other reasons for regarding Black Heath, whence the AMolinia soil samples were taken, 
as a youing moor, and in any case the higher percentage of water to humuis would tend 
towards greatel freshness. We may say therefore that the soil analyses suipport the 
conclusions drawn from other sources, giviing a decidedly lower water content for Narcdqus 
and adding slightly to the evidence that Molinia is less of an " oxylophyte " than 
Xriophorumn. 

An attemnpt was made by titration to determninie the relative "acidity " of the soils of 
AIolinia and Lriophoruzi, anid results were obtainied in termis of acetic acid sliowing the 
ratio fol Voliania soil to Eriophorern to be 5 : 7. Recenit developments in the study of 
colloids, and especially the woik of (ola (4), a good sumnmary of whose work hias recently 
beein giveni in Eniglish by Cavers (1), imake these titrationi resuilts of doubtful valuie; but 
we may at anv rate asstumne that they give a rouiglh index as to the degree of adsorptive 
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saturatioln of the two soils, and as far as they go support the view here taken that Molinia 
requires a less "acid" water supply than Eriophorumn'. 

The details of this titration mnethod may be of service to other investigators. The 
airn is to determine the amount of that very inidefiinite acid, commnonly referred to as 
humic acid, present in the soil. To achieve this we need (1) a soil extract having a 
definite relation to the soil, (2) a standard alkaline solution with which to neutralise the 
acid soil solution, and (3) provisioni in the alkaline solution for a sensitive colour change, 
so that the amount necessary to discharge the acid may be determined within ver) nalrrow 
limits of error. My soil extracfs were nmade fromi soil air-dried, as described for soil 
analysis by Crump (2), but at 27? C., 10 c.c. of distilled water being added for every gram 
of soil. If however this method is to be used generally it would be better to dry the 
soil artificially at 50? C., so that the same coniditions couild be secured in all climates and 
seasons. The inixture must be repeatedly shakeni up for a few hours, allowed three 
hours to settle, and then tested the same day. Old solutions are useless through the 
developmelnt of bacteria, etc.; if the work cannlot go forward at onlce, the soil should be 
kept ini the dry state. For the standard alkaline solution, I used the following: 

Caustic soda, N/10 solution ... ... ... ... ... 20 c.c. 
Phenolphthalein, 1 / solution in alcohol (95 /7) ... ... 100 drops. 
Distilled water to make up to ... ... ... ... ... 1 litre. 

This solutioin has a beautiful purple colour. The caustic soda must be a reliable N/10 
solution, or the test will be uiseless for quantitative determiniations. MIr E. Lodge of 
the Dyeing Departmenit, Huddersfield Technical College, suggested the trial of variouis 
reagents to secture the colouir change, including lacemoid, litmu-s, methyl orange, pheniol- 
phthalein, anid cochineal; I tested them all, buit phenolphthalein gave by far the most 
decisive results. The standard soltution cani easily be maide stronger by making uip to 
500 c.c. instead of a litre, but for most purposes the weaker solution answers better 
arid is more accurate. The solution is put inrto a graduated pipette with a tap, from 
which it is dropped into 10 c.c. of the soil extract, represenitinig one gram of dry soil. 
Immediately the drops reach the acid water their puirple colour disappears, and the 
dropping must be contintued until, on shaking the soil extract, the cololur is not dis- 
charged. The amnount of standard solution used is then read off on the pipette scale 
and, if nothing more than a comparison is requiired, this amouint gives the ratio directly. 
For my own purpose I tested three samples each of Jlolinia and Eriophorenm vaginatum 
soils. The Molinioa soil extracts required 4*5, 5*5 and 5-0 c.c. respectively, an average of 
5 0; the Eriophoratr extracts took 8-4, 5-5 anid 7-0, ani average of 6 97 or 7 0 c.c. Thhus 
the ratio of soil acidity, Alolinia: EriopAlowrun vaginatumv is 5: 7. To transform this restult 
into a quantitative determiniation the result is expressed in termls of acetic acid, a known 
acid being substitutedl for the unknown h-umic aicid. Thus: 1 cec. of N/10 solution 
caustic soda contains 0 004 gm. caustic soda, .-. 1 c.c. of stanidard alkaline solution, con- 
taining 20 c.c. of N/10 solution diluted to 1000, will conitain 0-00008 gm. caustic soda. 

I Dr Cavers informs me that although Gola does not in his chief paper (4) give any 
determinations of soil solution concentration for the soils occupied by definite associations of 
these two plants, he makes some observations in a later paper (5) which accord closely with 
those here given and support the views here advanced. Gola notes that in the Italian area 
investigated by him Mllolinia occurs in a wide range of habitats, mainly as an associate of Calluna, 
in soils of varying and often fairly high concentration, whereas Eriophoruwm latifoliumi invariably 
occupies deep humus of an extreme pergeloid type with very low concentration. He remarks 
also that while Eriophorumii is a typical " pergeloid beloplhyte," occupying stagnant water in flats 

and hollows, lMloliu?ia is a mesophyte occupying miainly slopes where the soil is fairly well 

aerated. He adds that Eriophoroiin affords an index of increasing " geloidism " in humus soils. 
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BEut the atonmic weights of acetic and caustic are 60 and 40 respectively, . . 0-00008 caustic 
soda=0-00008 x 60/40=0-00012 acetic acid. Hence we have for iolinia 5 x 0-00012 
=0-0006 gm. of humic acid in terms of acetic per gm. of air-dried soil, or 0-06 ?/.; and 
for Eriophorum vacqinatum 7 x 0-00012 =0-00084 or 0 084 ?/O. 

V. INVASION AND RETROGRESSION OF MOLN1VIA 

Having ascertained what appears to be the chief deciding factor between 
Molinia and its closest rivals, we may consider the mnethods by which it 
attains, holds and loses possession of the various areas in which it obtains 
a footing. The small seeds are able to find a resting place in any tiny 
crevice into which they may be carried by wind, and consequeintly we find 
abundant seedlings on patches of bare sandstone, but of these only a few 
grow into mature plants, most of them perishing after a season or two owing 
to the inadequate water supply; hence Molinia is not a successful colonist 
on exposed rock surfaces, a work which is better done by its frequent asso- 
ciate Airaflexuosa. The method however throws light on the hold obtained 
by Molinia over the flushes. The plant that can survive for a season or two 
on an exposed rock succeeds permanently on the well-watered rocky bed of 
the mountain stream, wherever it can find a corner sumiciently out of the 
current to avoid being torn from its bed, sufficiently near the surface to 
obtain frequent periods of subaerial conditions between the abundant floods, 
and possessed of sufficient soil to supply it with the necessary mineral 
substances. 

A specially interesting feature is the way in which Molinia makes use 
of sun-cracks as germination beds. Little hollows, common on these mnoors 
and sometirmes only about 2 sq. ft. in area, become pools in wet weather but 
are robbed of their surface water by a few days of drought. As a rule the 
peat of these pools is more compact than the neighbouring surface and holds 
the water for a considerable time, but bright sunshine and strong winds, 
playing on a surface unprotected by vegetation, gradually dry the upper 
layers and cause the formation of a network of cracks. Into these the seeds 
of Mfolinia are blown, and there they are safely sheltered from the strongest 
winds. The cracks also provide an ideal situation for germination, as is 
shown by the fact that in early summer when the water has disappeared 
there appear in these hollows lines of crowded seedlings, planning out the 
meshwork of last season's cracks like miniature green hedgerows (Plate IX, 
Phot. 8). In this way many bare patches are colonised, and pioneers secure 
good starting points fromn which to elbow out older inhabitants and take 
possession of a site. Such suin-crack planting and germination, with the 
resulting diminutive hedgerows of seedlings, is in all likelihood a widespread 
phenomenon. Another commnon seed anchorage for Molinia is the tangle of 
dead inflorescence stalks and leaves which is often found in such hollows, 
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carpeting the sheltered corners and the margins, and serving this purpose 
so effectively that every such tangle becomes a bed of seedling plants. It 
is necessary that the bed should not be permanently under water, for Molinia 
is not a water plant, however much it may frequent the beds of flushes. 
It can however endure a large amount of partial submersion, and seedlings 
are frequently seen growing vigorously in gently running streamlets on the 
peat when the weather has been such that the streamlet must have been 
flowing steadily for several weeks. In such situations the carpet tangle 
serves to hold the seed not only against the winds of the dry season but 
also against the rush of water in the wet. 

With congenial surroundings and conditions the pioneers soon create 
substantial colonies which rapidly advance to the conquest of the area 
seized. From the partiality of Molinia for streams and flushes, it woould 
appear that these are the main lines of its advance. A good instance of 
active invasion in our area is seen where, on the map, a tongue of Moli'nia 
projects from Drop Clough into Wortley Knowl. Here Molinia is advancing 
up a slight hollow and pressing forward to right and left, to the conquest of 
what, about 45 m. further afield, is a flourishing Calluna moor (Plate IX, 
Phot. 9). Many of the Molinia tussocks have old stems and roots of Callula, 
sticking out immediately beneath them (Plate IX, Phot. 10), showing that 
their possession of the site is quite recent; others are forcing their way up 
through the midst of the Calluna bushes, which still struggle to retain their 
hold. This active invasion of Calluna by Molinia suggests a relation between 
the two plants which is supported by the facts that a considerable anmount of 
Calluna still maintains a stunted existence on Black Heath and its roots 
are abundant in the peat, so that probably what is now our most typical 
Molinietum was once well stocked with Calluna. The same stunted growth 
and dead remains of Calluna occur, though in widely scattered patches, in 
degenerate fields in the neighbourhood, and indeed it is usuial to find the 
roots of Calluna in the peat underlying wide stretches of Molinia in this 
district; such renmains however are not noticeable in the peat beneath the 
Molinia of flushes, nor are they common where Molinia now dominates 
the land formerly cultivated. It would appear therefore that Molinlia is 
a frequent invader of Callana moors and that much of the present ]lfolinia 
grassland, as distinct from flushes and degenerate fields, will prove to have 
been formerly Calluna moor. 

The same relation as that between Molinia and Callana probably exists 
in large measure between Molinia and the woodlands which formerly occupied 
much of our area, for though their destruction is due primuarily to the felling 
of the best trees, the comnpletion of the process has been brought about by 
natural causes, of wvhich Molinia is one, though the chief is probably exposure. 
That Molintia grows vigorously in woods with a light canopy is well known; 
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numerous examples occur around Huddersfield. A wood at Black Moor is 
specially interesting because it is in an advanced stage of decay: many 
trees are reduced to decaying stumps, no large ones are left, and the survivors 
are poor straggling specimens, mostly Betula pubescenis, but some Quercus 
sessiliflora. Patches of MJolinia occur almost everywhere, and in places 
hardly anything else, the tussocks being very high and making a hunmmocky 
surface. In the midst of this degenerating wood is a large area dominated 
by Vacciniumn myrtillus and Calluna, with occasional patches of Erio- 
phoram and scattered tussocks of Molinia. The natural course of events has 
been interrupted by cuttings connected with the Huddersfield waterworks 
diverting the water from the moor above, but it is evident that Molimiit has 
contributed to the destruction of the wood, probably by forming peat and 
blocking drainage. It should be rememnbered also that (Jalluna is a large 
constituent in the ground flora of the dry Qaercus-Betula woods, to which 
type most of the woods on these hills belong. Probably Molinia is as 
successful against the Calluna of woods as that of moors, for in almost 
every place where I have seen remains of Betula in the peat I have found 
remains of Calluna also; for instance, the greatest number of decaying tree 
trunks in the area studied were found on Black Heath, the Molinietum in 
which we find buried Calluna in abundance and scattered surviving speci- 
mens. Hence it would appear that the final destruction of the woods, which 
once covered so much of this moorland, was brought about, to some extent 
at any rate, by the invasion of Molitnia. 

Where Molinia succeeds as an invader it establishes itself with great 
completeness. In the area studied, stretches oecur wheere no other species 
can be found with the exception of a few algae and liverworts, in -which 
respect it resembles Eriophorurm vaginaturntt, though the beds of pure Molinia, 
in this area are of mruch smaller extent. More frequently the grass has a 
few associates, of which the most persistent is Aira (Deschampsia) flexuosa, 
with Eriophorum and Calluna coming next: the former prominent where 
the situation tends towards swampy, and the latter where it tends towards 
dry conditions. Vaccinium myrtillus is frequent, especially on ri(dges, and 
occasionally springs up in the Molinia tussocks themselves; in addition we 
may find patches of Eriophoru,m angustifolium, Empetrumn nigrurn and Juncus 
sqaarrosus; many other species might be mentioned, but where Molirnia is 
well developed they are only occasional associates. 

Where it attains a healthy vigorous developmnent Molintia formns peat in 
which the lignified framework of the basal internodes are a prominent 
characteristic, this peat being of no great depth in the area studied, rarely 
exceeding 30 cmn. and usually a good deal thinner. Where the peat beneath 
it is deeper, the lower strata are usually formyed by other species, most often 
Calluna. Motiuia acts also as a soil binder: in miiany places, especially 
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among Calluact on Wortley Knowl, bare patches of peat were fringed on 
the eastern side by tussocks of the grass, as if stripping by the prevailing 
west winds had been stayed by its strong anchorage (Plate IX, Phot. 11), 
while isolated tussocks in the midst of otherwise bare patches are also 
common. Its resistance is exerted likewise against rushing water: plants 
frequently project beyond the edge of the peat and overhang runnels, and 
on steep slopes its tussocks become very high through the wearing away 
of the soil around them-I measured some which stood upi on their cord 
roots with the rhizomes nearly 20 cmn. above the surface, but though I could 
push these from side to side easily I could not uproot them without digging. 

Despite all its vigour many places were found where Molinia was 
degenerate. A common sign of retrogression is a breaking down of the 
tussock in the centre through the failure of the young shoots to push in 
from the outside and replace the old decaying parts. Liverworts, mnosses, 
algae and fungi find a home in these hollow tussocks; Aira (Deschampsia) 
flexuosa frequently uses them as a nidus (Plate IX, Phot. 13). Eriophorurn 
vaginatum is a very common invader of Afolinia where the ground is 
becoming more swampy, but I have not seen it growing like Aira in the 
heart of the tussock. Juncus squarrosus is another frequent enemy in wet 
situations and its mode of attack is interesting: it sends up its leaves almost 
vertically and then recurves them till they are spread out like the spokes of 
a wheel, the pressure exercised in this recurving being such that if the 
leaves be lifted with the finger and released they fly back like a spring, 
and the result is that they push back the surrounding vegetation and 
monopolise the light, forming at the same time nest-like hollows on the 
surface. This action of Juncus squarrosus in suppressing other plants in 
its neighbourhood has been described by Lindman (7), but such action on 
Molinia is only possible where degeneration has already proceeded far. 

These observations on invasion and retrogression suggest a succession 
of dominant types which has certainly occurred in some parts of our area 
and may prove to be widespread. At one part (Huck Hill) of the area, for 
instance, the conditions point strongly to the succession: Call,una, Molinia, 
Eriophorum, Empetrum. Here Calluna peat is common; Volinict is dominant, 
but in many places old tussocks are being invaded by Eriophorurn which 
is well established in wet hollows; while patches of Empetrum nigrum 
accompany the Eriophorum. Other observers have found Molinita peat below 
existing beds of Eriophorum, and it is possible that many of the wide areas 
now occupied by the latter were once covered with Molinia. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PHOTOGRAPHS ON PLATES Vil AND IX 

PLATE VIII 

Phot. 1. Molinietum on Black Heath, showing the tussock habit of ]%lotinia caerutea; 
the more open tussocks occupy a slight slope. 

Phot. 2. lotinia sward, winter aspect; Drop Clough. 
Phot. 3. Tussocks of MAtinia, showing characteristically bold habit. 
Phot. 4. Root system of lotinia. The roots shown are over 40 cm. long, although the 

fine elnds were broken off in uprooting the plant. 
Phot. 5. Calluna moor, showing 2fotinia flush; Wortley Knowl, June 30. 
Phot. 6. Eriophorurn moor with fotinia flushes; Netherwood Heys, March 7. 

PLATE IX 

Phot. 7. Eriophoretum"with Motinia in runnel; Netherwood Heys, June 30. 
Phot. 8. Sun-crack planting-Molinia seedlings are well seen in upper left-hand portion 

of photograph; Huck Hill, July 7. 
Phot. 9. 2fotinia invading Callutna; Wortley Knowl, Juine 30. 
Phot. 10. The same- Calluna roots beneath Motinia tussocks. 
Phot. 11. Motinia arresting stripping by west winds. Photograph looking eastwards; 

Calluna moor, Wortley Knowl, June 3. 
Phot. 12. Cultivated and degenerate fields; Huck Hill, Juine 16. 
Phot. 13. Aira (Deschampsia)flexuosa in a ffotinia tussock; Huck Hill, July 7. 
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